Education Customer Story

Mastering G Suite/Chromebook
printing for over 6,000 students

Need
Dallastown Area School District (DASD) wanted to introduce
a fleet of affordable Chromebooks, which meant sysadmin John
Lenhart had to pick a new print management solution that could:
•	provide easy G Suite/Chromebook printing for over
6,000 students

Customer profile

• overcome the limitations of untraceable printing; and

Country

•	reduce the high support overheads of student and
staff printing

“A big issue was that students could see
every printer and send jobs anonymously
all over the district... With PaperCut MF,
we can finally see what our true student
printing looks like.”
– John Lenhart, DASD Sysadmin

Dallastown Area School District
USA

Staff	Approx. 850 (500 teachers
and 350 support staff)
Students

Approx. 6,200

Website

www.dallastown.net

Dallastown Area School District
is suburban public school district
located in Dallastown, Pennsylvania.
Comprised of six schools across 52.5
picturesque square miles, it provides a
safe, challenging, and relevant learning
environment to inspire and create
pathways for success.

Solution
John chose PaperCut MF and its built-in BYOD printing feature
Mobility Print for four big reasons:
1.	It lets students print from any iOS, Android, Chrome OS,
Windows, or MacOS device.
2.	It installs in just a few clicks, and any added printers show
up automatically.
3.	It uses the device’s interface, so students can jump in without
learning new platforms.
4.	It authenticates/tracks jobs without joining a domain – staff and
students simply connect to the network and choose a printer.
DASD have also been enjoying plenty of other PaperCut-powered
benefits, including:
•	Comprehensive tracking for schools, departments, and users

“I can push a policy
out in G Suite and
know everyone will
get it. It’s the same
with PaperCut MF.
In 10 minutes,
every Chromebook
had it – I didn’t have
a Chromebook
printing issue
all year.”
– John Lenhart, DASD Sysadmin

•	Find-me print queues to send jobs to the right printer; and
•	Detailed reporting to gain cost-cutting insights

Outcome
PaperCut MF and Mobility Print have given DASD a powerful
and easy-to-use Chromebook printing solution, making John’s
day-to-day easier, and DASD’s printing more efficient – all the
while reducing paper waste and IT/infrastructure overheads.
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“If you have
Chromebooks
in your school,
use PaperCut MF
for an easier way
of doing things if
nothing else.”
– John Lenhart, DASD Sysadmin
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